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A VALUATIVE CRITERION FOR UNIFORM
K-STABILITY OF Q-FANO VARIETIES
KENTO FUJITA
Abstract. We give a simple necessary and sufficient condition
for uniform K-stability of Q-Fano varieties.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the article, we work out over an algebraically closed field
k of characteristic zero unless otherwise noted. A Q-Fano variety is
defined by a normal projective variety X which is log terminal and
such that the anti-canonical divisor −KX is an ample Q-Cartier di-
visor. A complex Fano manifold is defined by a Q-Fano variety over
the complex number field C which is smooth over C. Take any Q-
Fano variety X . It is important to know whether X is K-stable, or
K-semistable, or not. Indeed, if X is a complex Fano manifold, then
X admits Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics if and only if X is K-polystable (see
[Tia97, Don05, CT08, Sto09, Mab08, Mab09, Ber16, CDS15a, CDS15b,
CDS15c, Tia15]). K-stability is stronger than K-polystability, and K-
polystability is stronger than K-semistability. In this article, we mainly
treat uniform K-stability which is stronger than K-stability. The no-
tion of uniform K-stability was originally introduced by Sze´kelyhidi
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[Sze´06, Sze´15] and was deeply developed in [Der15, BHJ15]. Moreover,
if X is a complex Fano manifold, then uniform K-stability of X is
equivalent to K-stability of X by [CDS15a, CDS15b, CDS15c, Tia15]
and [BBJ15]. We remark that the holomorphic automorphism group
of X is finite if X is uniformly K-stable; see [BHJ16, Corollary E] for
details. We will define those stability notions in Section 2.1.
We show that we can test uniform K-stability and K-semistability of
X by calculating certain invariants for all divisorial valuations on X .
Definition 1.1. Let X be a Q-Fano variety of dimension n. Take any
projective birational morphism σ : Y → X with Y normal and any
prime divisor F on Y , that is, F is a prime divisor over X (see [KM98,
Definition 2.24]). Take any k ∈ Z≥0 with −kKX Cartier and take any
x ∈ R≥0.
(1) We define the sub vector space H0(X,−kKX − xF ) of the k-
vector space H0(X,−kKX) as
H0(X,−kKX − xF ) := H
0(Y, σ∗OX(−kKX)(⌊−xF ⌋))
⊂ H0(Y, σ∗OX(−kKX)) = H
0(X,OX(−kKX)).
(2) We define
volX(−KX − xF ) := volY (σ
∗(−KX)− xF )
= lim sup
k→∞
−kKX : Cartier
dimH0(X,−kKX − kxF )
kn/n!
.
By [Laz04a, Corollary 2.2.45] and [Laz04b, Example 11.4.7], the
limsup is actually a limit and the function volX(−KX − xF ) is
a monotonically decreasing continuous function for x ∈ R≥0.
Remark 1.2. The above invariants do not depend on the choice of
σ : Y → X . More precisely, these invariants depend only on the divi-
sorial valuation on X given by F . See also Section 2.2.
Definition 1.3. Let X be a Q-Fano variety and F be a prime divisor
over X .
(1) The divisor F is said to be dreamy1 if the Z⊕2≥0-graded k-algebra⊕
k,j∈Z≥0
H0(X,−krKX − jF )
is finitely generated for some r ∈ Z>0 with −rKX Cartier. (The
definition does not depend on the choice of r.)
1The word “dreamy” comes from “Mori dream spaces” in [HK00].
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(2) We define the pseudo-effective threshold τ(F ) ∈ R>0 of F with
respect to −KX as
τ(F ) := sup{x ∈ R>0 | volX(−KX − xF ) > 0}.
(3) We define the log discrepancy AX(F ) ∈ Q>0 of F with respect
to X as AX(F ) := ordF (KY/X) + 1. Since X is log terminal,
AX(F ) > 0 holds.
(4) We set
β(F ) := AX(F ) · volX(−KX)−
∫ τ(F )
0
volX(−KX − xF )dx.
(5) We set
j(F ) :=
∫ τ(F )
0
(volX(−KX)− volX(−KX − xF ))dx.
Since volX(−KX)−volX(−KX −xF ) > 0 for any x ∈ (0, τ(F ))
(see [BHJ15, Lemma 5.13]), we have j(F ) > 0.
The following is the main theorem in this article (see also Theorem
6.5).
Theorem 1.4 (Main Theorem). Let X be a Q-Fano variety. For any
δ ∈ [0, 1), the following are equivalent:
(i) DF(X ,L) ≥ δ ·JNA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample test con-
figuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX) (see §2.1 for the definitions).
(ii) β(F ) ≥ δ · j(F ) holds for any prime divisor F over X.
(iii) β(F ) ≥ δ · j(F ) holds for any dreamy prime divisor F over X.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4, we get the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 1.5. Let X be a Q-Fano variety.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(i) X is uniformly K-stable,
(ii) there exists δ ∈ (0, 1) such that β(F ) ≥ δ · j(F ) holds for
any prime divisor F over X,
(iii) there exists δ ∈ (0, 1) such that β(F ) ≥ δ · j(F ) holds for
any dreamy prime divisor F over X.
(2) The following are equivalent:
(i) X is K-semistable,
(ii) β(F ) ≥ 0 holds for any prime divisor F over X,
(iii) β(F ) ≥ 0 holds for any dreamy prime divisor F over X.
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Corollary 1.5 is important and useful in order to test K-semistability
and uniform K-stability of Q-Fano varieties. For example, we can very
easily check that P1 is K-semistable from the criterion (see also Example
6.6). Moreover, from Corollary 1.5 (2), we can immediately get the
result in [Fuj15d, Theorem 1.1] (see the proof of [Fuj15d, Theorem
5.1]). Furthermore, in [FO16], the author and Yuji Odaka recovered
the proofs of various known criteria for K-semistability and uniform
K-stability of Q-Fano varieties by using Corollary 1.5.
We also get a criterion for K-stability of Q-Fano varieties.
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a Q-Fano variety. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) X is K-stable,
(ii) β(F ) > 0 holds for any dreamy prime divisor F over X.
In the theory of birational geometry, it is important to consider var-
ious invariants of prime divisors over X . The criteria in Theorems 1.4
and 1.6 seem very natural and simple from the view point of birational
geometry.
Remark 1.7. (1) Demanding that β(F ) > 0 (resp. β(F ) ≥ 0)
for all prime divisors F on X leads to be the (weaker) notion
of divisorial stability (resp. divisorial semistability) studied in
[Fuj15b]. Note that every prime divisor on X is dreamy by
[BCHM10, Corollary 1.3.2].
(2) It seems difficult to show β(F ) > 0 for any prime divisor F
over X under the assumption that X is K-stable. Indeed, we
consider a kind of the limit of certain invariants in order to show
the positivity of β(F ) (see Section 4).
(3) If x ∈ X is a general point and F is the exceptional divisor
of the blowup along x ∈ X , then the invariant β(F ) is closely
related to the invariant βx(−KX) in [MR15, §4] which was first
studied by Per Salberger in his unpublished work. Moreover,
the invariant j(F ) essentially appeared in [Sal15, p. 407].
(4) Recently, Chi Li showed in [Li15c] that K-semistability of X
is equivalent to the condition that the normalized volume of
Gm-invariant valuations over the affine cone (Cr0 , 0) of X with
respect to some positive multiple −r0KX of −KX is minimized
at the canonical valuation. See also [Li15b]. Corollary 1.5 (2)
looks similar to [Li15c, Theorem 3.1]. In fact, part of the proof
of Theorem 1.4 (an argument in Section 5) is inspired by [Li15c,
§6.1]. However, we should emphasize that, we consider diviso-
rial valuations over the original X in Theorem 1.4, whereas
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[Li15c] consider valuations over an affine cone (Cr0 , 0) of X , in
particular dimCr0 = dimX + 1.
A postscript note: While completing the current manu-
script, the author learned that Chi Li independently showed
essentially the same statement ([Li15c, Theorem 3.6]) as Corol-
lary 1.5 (2) in the second version of his preprint [Li15c].
We explain the proof of Theorem 1.4. It is known from [Ber16] and
[BBJ15] (see Section 3) that, uniform K-stability and K-semistability
of a Q-Fano variety X is equivalent to uniform Ding stability and Ding
semistability of X , respectively. In order to deduce the positivity of
the function β from uniform Ding stability or Ding semistability, we
use an argument in [Fuj15d]. Pick r0 ∈ Z>0 with −r0KX Cartier. For
any prime divisor F over X , we consider the filtration F of the graded
k-algebra
⊕
k≥0H
0(X,OX(−kr0KX)) defined by
FxH0(X,OX(−kr0KX)) := H
0(X,−kr0KX − xF )
for k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R≥0. We will construct a sequence of test configu-
rations for (X,−KX) from the filtration and calculate the correspond-
ing Ding invariants. After taking a limit, we obtain the positivity of
β(F ). For the converse, we heavily depend on the trick in [LX14] and
the proof is inspired by [Li15c, §6.1]. It is enough to consider spe-
cial test configurations for (X,−KX) in order to test K-semistability
and uniform K-stability (see [LX14] and Section 3). Take any special
test configuration (X ,−KX/A1)/A
1 for (X,−KX). We can show (see
Section 5) that the Donaldson-Futaki invariant DF(X ,−KX/A1) of the
special test configuration is a positive multiple of β(vX0), where vX0 is
the restricted valuation of the divisorial valuation on X ×A1 obtained
by the fiber X0 (see [BHJ15] and Section 2.2). Moreover the valuation
vX0 is dreamy over X (see [BHJ15, WN12] and Section 5). The positiv-
ity of DF(X ,−KX/A1) immediately follows from the positivity of the
function β.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we recall the
notions of test configuration, K-stability, Ding stability and variants
of these. Moreover, we recall their basic properties. In Section 2.2,
we recall the theory of divisorial valuations and its restrictions. In
Section 2.3, we recall the theory of filtration of the graded linear series.
In Section 3, we show that it is enough to calculate the Donaldson-
Futaki invariants of special test configurations in order to test uniform
K-stability of a given Q-Fano variety. We can prove the result in the
same manner as [LX14, BBJ15]. In Section 4, we show that uniform
Ding stability (or Ding semistability) of a Q-Fano variety implies the
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positivity of the function β. The proof is similar to the one in [Fuj15d].
In Section 5, we show the converse. Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 immediately
follow from the results in Sections 3, 4 and 5. In Section 6, we consider
a logarithmic version of Theorem 1.4.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks Doctor Chi Li, who sent him
the preliminary version of [Li15c], Doctor Yuji Odaka, who gave him
many comments, and Professors Robert Berman, Mattias Jonsson and
Per Salberger, who gave him various suggestions during he visited
Chalmers University of Technology. The author thanks the anony-
mous referees for their valuable comments and for a suggestion to add
Section 6. The author was partially supported by a JSPS Fellowship
for Young Scientists.
In this article, a variety means an irreducible, reduced, separated
scheme of finite type over k. For the minimal model program, we refer
the readers to [KM98]. We do not distinguish Q-line bundles and Q-
Cartier divisors on varieties if there is no confusion. For a projective
surjective morphism α : X → C between normal varieties with KC
Q-Cartier, the relative canonical divisor KX/C is defined by KX/C :=
KX − α
∗KC . For any point t ∈ C, the scheme-theoretic fiber α
−1(t)
is denoted by Xt. For varieties X1, X2, the first (resp. the second)
projection morphism X1 ×X2 → X1 (resp. X1 ×X2 → X2) is denoted
by p1 (resp. p2).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Test configurations. We define the notions of test configuration,
the Donaldson-Futaki invariant, the Ding invariant, and so on. For the
notation, we basically follow [BHJ15]. For background, see [Tia97,
Don02, RT07] and references therein.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a normal projective variety and L be an
ample Q-line bundle. A test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,L) consists
of the following data:
• a variety X with a projective surjection α : X → A1,
• a Q-line bundle L on X which is nef over A1,
• a Gm-action on the pair (X ,L) such that the morphism α is Gm-
equivariant and (X \X0,L|X\X0) is Gm-equivariantly isomorphic
to (X × (A1 \ {0}), p∗1L), where the action Gm y A
1 is defined
multiplicatively.
If X (resp. L) is normal (resp. semiample, ample over A1), then we say
that (X ,L)/A1 is a normal (resp. semiample, ample) test configuration
for (X,L).
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Definition 2.2. Let X be a normal projective variety, let L be an am-
ple Q-line bundle and let (X ,L)/A1 be a test configuration for (X,L).
(1) We can glue (X ,L)/A1 and (X × (P1 \ {0}), p∗1L) along
(X \ X0,L|X\X0)
and
(X × (P1 \ {0,∞}), p∗1L).
The compactification is denoted by (X¯ , L¯)/P1.
(2) Assume that (X ,L)/A1 is a semiample test configuration. Let
ν : X ν → X be the normalization morphism and let (X ν , ν∗L)→
(X can,Lcan) be the canonical model of ν∗L over A1. (We note
that (X can,Lcan)/A1 is a normal, ample test configuration for
(X,L).) (X ,L)/A1 is said to be a trivial (resp. a product-type)
test configuration if (X can,Lcan)/A1 isGm-equivariantly isomor-
phic to the pair (X × A1, p∗1L + cX0) for some c ∈ Q (resp. if
X can is isomorphic to X × A1).
(3) Assume that X is a Q-Fano variety and L = −KX . (X ,L)/A
1
is said to be a special test configuration for (X,−KX) if it is a
normal, ample test configuration for (X,−KX), L = −KX/A1
and the pair (X ,X0) is plt.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n,
L be an ample Q-line bundle and (X ,L)/A1 be a test configuration for
(X,L).
(1) Let
Z¯
Π
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
Θ

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
X × P1 X¯
be the normalization of the graph of the birational map X ×
P1 99K X¯ . We set
λmax(X ,L) :=
(Π∗p∗1L
·n ·Θ∗L¯)
(L·n)
.
(2) [BHJ15] We set
JNA(X ,L) := λmax(X ,L)−
(L¯·n+1)
(n + 1)(L·n)
.
(3) [Ber16] (see also [BHJ15, §7.7]) Assume thatX is aQ-Fano vari-
ety and (X ,L)/A1 is a normal test configuration for (X,−KX).
Let D(X ,L) be the Q-divisor on X¯ defined by
• SuppD(X ,L) ⊂ X0,
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• D(X ,L) ∼Q −KX¯/P1 − L¯.
The Ding invariant Ding(X ,L) of (X ,L)/A1 is defined by the
following:
Ding(X ,L) := −
(L¯·n+1)
(n + 1)((−KX)·n)
− 1 + lct(X , D(X ,L);X0),
where
lct(X , D(X ,L);X0) := max{c ∈ R | (X , D(X ,L)+cX0): sub log canonical}.
(4) [Wan12, Odk13, LX14] Assume that X is a Q-Fano variety and
(X ,L)/A1 is a normal test configuration for (X,−KX). The
Donaldson-Futaki invariant DF(X ,L) of (X ,L)/A1 is defined
by the following:
DF(X ,L) :=
n
n+ 1
·
(L¯·n+1)
((−KX)·n)
+
(L¯·n ·KX¯/P1)
((−KX)·n)
.
Remark 2.4. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n,
L be an ample Q-line bundle and (X ,L)/A1 be a semiample test con-
figuration for (X,L). The minimum norm ‖(X ,L)‖m introduced by
Dervan [Der15] satisfies that
1
n
· JNA(X ,L) ≤
‖(X ,L)‖m
(L·n)
≤ n · JNA(X ,L).
See [BHJ15, Remark 7.11 and Proposition 7.8].
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a Q-Fano variety and (X ,L)/A1 be a test
configuration for (X,−KX).
(1) ([Der15, Theorem 1.3] and [BHJ15, Theorem 7.9]) Assume that
(X ,L)/A1 is a normal, semiample test configuration. Then
JNA(X ,L) ≥ 0 holds. Moreover, equality holds if and only if
(X ,L)/A1 is a trivial test configuration.
(2) Let γ : (Y , γ∗L) → (X ,L) be a Gm-equivariant projective bi-
rational morphism between test configurations for (X,−KX).
Then the equality JNA(X ,L) = JNA(Y , γ∗L) holds. Moreover,
if both X and Y are normal, then Ding(X ,L) = Ding(Y , γ∗L)
and DF(X ,L) = DF(Y , γ∗L) hold.
(3) Assume that (X ,L)/A1 is a normal test configuration. For
any d ∈ Z>0, let ψd : X
(d) → X be the normalization of the
base change of X by the morphism A1 → A1 with t 7→ td.
Then the test configuration (X (d), ψ∗dL)/A
1 for (X,−KX) satis-
fies that JNA(X (d), ψ∗dL) = d·J
NA(X ,L) and Ding(X (d), ψ∗dL) =
d · Ding(X ,L). Moreover, if L is ample over A1, then we have
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DF(X (d), ψ∗dL) ≤ d · DF(X ,L) and equality holds if and only if
X0 is reduced.
(4) ([Ber16]) Assume that (X ,L)/A1 is a normal, ample test con-
figuration. Then we have DF(X ,L) ≥ Ding(X ,L) and equality
holds if and only if L ∼Q −KX/A1 and the pair (X ,X0) is log
canonical.
Proof. For the proof of (1), (2) and (4), see [Der15, Theorem 1.3],
[BHJ15, Theorem 7.9], [Ber16, §3] and [Fuj15d, §3]. Let us prove (3).
By the ramification formula (see [LX14, p. 210]), we have KX (d) +
X
(d)
0 = ψ
∗
d(KX + red(X0)) and KX¯ (d)/P1 = ψ
∗
d(KX¯/P1 + red(X0) − X0).
Thus D(X (d),ψ∗dL) = ψ
∗(D(X ,L) − red(X0) + X0). Thus we get KX (d) +
D(X (d),ψ∗dL) + (1− d+ dc)X
(d)
0 = ψ
∗
d(KX +D(X ,L) + cX0) for any c ∈ Q.
Hence we have
−1 + lct(X (d), D(X (d),ψ∗dL);X
(d)
0 ) = d · (−1 + lct(X , D(X ,L);X0))
(see [KM98, Proposition 5.20]). This implies that Ding(X (d), ψ∗dL) = d·
Ding(X ,L). The remaining assertions follow from [BHJ15, Proposition
7.8] and [LX14, Claim 1]. 
Remark 2.6 ([BHJ15, §7.3]). Under the condition of Proposition 2.5
(3), we have
MNA(X (d), ψ∗dL) = d ·M
NA(X ,L),
where
MNA(X ,L) := DF(X ,L) +
1
((−KX)·n)
(
L¯·n · (red(X0)−X0)
)
.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a Q-Fano variety.
(1) (i) X is said to be K-stable (resp. K-semistable) if for any
nontrivial, normal, ample test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for
(X,−KX), we have DF(X ,L) > 0 (resp. DF(X ,L) ≥ 0).
(ii) X is said to be K-polystable if X is K-semistable and,
if DF(X ,L) = 0 for a normal, ample test configuration
(X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX) implies that the configuration is
a product-type.
(iii) X is said to be uniformly K-stable if there exists δ ∈ (0, 1)
such that DF(X ,L) ≥ δ · JNA(X ,L) holds for any normal,
ample test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX).
(2) (i) X is said to be Ding stable (resp. Ding semistable) if for any
nontrivial, normal and ample test configuration (X ,L)/A1
for (X,−KX), we have Ding(X ,L) > 0 (resp. Ding(X ,L) ≥
0).
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(ii) X is said to be Ding polystable if X is Ding semistable, and
if Ding(X ,L) = 0 for a normal, ample test configuration
(X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX) with X0 reduced implies that the
configuration is a product-type.
(iii) X is said to be uniformly Ding stable if there exists δ ∈
(0, 1) such that Ding(X ,L) ≥ δ · JNA(X ,L) holds for any
normal, ample test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX).
Remark 2.8. (1) From Proposition 2.5, Ding semistability (resp.
Ding polystability, Ding stability, uniform Ding stability) is
stronger than K-semistability (resp. K-polystability, K-stability,
uniform K-stability). It has been shown in [BBJ15] that Ding
semistability (resp. uniform Ding stability) is equivalent to K-
semistability (resp. uniform K-stability). In fact, we will see in
Section 3 that K-polystability (resp. K-stability) is also equiv-
alent to Ding polystability (resp. Ding stability).
(2) The definition of Ding polystability in this article differs from
the one in [Fuj15d]. However, we will see in Section 3 that the
definitions are equivalent.
2.2. Divisorial valuations. Let X be a normal variety and let K be
the function field of X . We recall the results in [BHJ15, §1, §4]. See
also [JM12] and references therein. A divisorial valuation on X is a
group homomorphism v : K∗ → (Q,+) of the form c·ordF with c ∈ Q>0
and F a prime divisor over X .
Definition 2.9. Let X be a Q-Fano variety and let v = c · ordF be a
divisorial valuation on X . For any k ∈ Z>0 with −kKX Cartier and
for any x ∈ R≥0, we set
H0(X,−kKX − xv) := H
0(X,−kKX − cxF ) ⊂ H
0(X,−kKX).
Similarly, we define AX(v) := c · AX(F ), τ(v) := c
−1 · τ(F ), β(v) :=
c · β(F ) and j(v) := c · j(F ). v is said to be dreamy if F is so.
From now on, let X be a Q-Fano variety with function field K,
and (X ,L)/A1 a normal test configuration for (X,−KX) such that
there exists a projective birational Gm-equivariant morphism Π: X →
X × A1. Let X0 =
∑p
i=0miEi be the irreducible decomposition of X0
such that E0 is the strict transform of X × {0} (thus m0 = 1). Each
Ei gives a divisorial valuation
ordEi : K(t)
∗ → (Q,+)
on X × A1t . Let r(ordEi) be the restriction of ordEi to K
∗, let vEi :=
m−1i · r(ordEi). Then vE0 ≡ 0 and vEi is a divisorial valuation on X
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for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p by [BHJ15, Lemma 4.5]. We will use the following
proposition later.
Proposition 2.10 ([BHJ15, Proposition 4.11]). Under the above no-
tation, we have the equality
AX(vEi) = m
−1
i · (ordEi(KX/X×A1) + 1)− 1
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
2.3. On filtrations. We recall the theory of filtrations on graded lin-
ear series [WN12, BC11, Sze´15, BHJ15].
Definition 2.11 (see [BC11, §1]). Let X be a projective variety of
dimension n, L be an ample line bundle on X , V• :=
⊕
k∈Z≥0
Vk be
the complete graded linear series of L, that is, Vk = H
0(X,L⊗k) for
any k ∈ Z≥0. Let F be a decreasing, left-continuous R-filtration of the
k-algebra V•.
(1) We say that F is multiplicative if FxVk ⊗k F
x′Vk′ maps to
Fx+x
′
Vk+k′ for any k, k
′ ∈ Z≥0 and x, x
′ ∈ R.
(2) We set
emax(V•,F) := lim sup
k→∞
(
sup{x ∈ R | FxVk 6= 0}
k
)
,
emin(V•,F) := lim inf
k→∞
(
inf{x ∈ R | FxVk 6= Vk}
k
)
.
We say that F is linearly bounded if both emax(V•,F) and
emin(V•,F) are in R.
(3) For any multiplicative F and for any x ∈ R, we define
vol(FV x• ) := lim sup
k→∞
dimFkxVk
kn/n!
.
We recall that test configurations induce filtrations.
Proposition 2.12 (see [WN12, Sze´15, BHJ15, Odk15]). Let X be a
normal projective variety of dimension n, L be an ample Q-line bun-
dle, (X ,L)/A1 be a semiample test configuration for (X,L) such that
there exists a projective birational Gm-equivariant morphism Π: X →
X × A1t , let r0 ∈ Z>0 with r0L Cartier, and V• :=
⊕
k∈Z≥0
Vk =⊕
k∈Z≥0
H0(X,OX(kr0L)) be the complete graded linear series of r0L.
(1) We can define a decreasing, left-continuous R-filtration F(X ,r0L)
of V• by
Fx(X ,r0L)Vk := {f ∈ Vk | t
⌊−x⌋Π∗p∗1f ∈ H
0(X , kr0L)}
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for k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R. Moreover, this filtration is multiplica-
tive and linearly bounded. Furthermore, the graded k-algebra⊕
k∈Z≥0, j∈Z
F j(X ,r0L)Vk
is finitely generated.
(2) For any k ∈ Z≥0, we set
λ(k)max := sup{x ∈ R | F
x
(X ,r0L)
Vk 6= 0},
λ
(k)
min := inf{x ∈ R | F
x
(X ,r0L)Vk 6= Vk},
w(k) :=
∫ λ(k)max
λ
(k)
min
dimFx(X ,r0L)Vkdx+ λ
(k)
min · dimVk.
(i) We have
λmax(X ,L) = sup
k→∞
λ
(k)
max
kr0
= lim
k→∞
λ
(k)
max
kr0
.
(ii) w(k) is a polynomial of degree at most n + 1 for k ≫ 0.
Moreover, we have
lim
k→∞
w(k)
k · dimVk
=
r0 · (L¯
·n+1)
(n+ 1)(L·n)
.
In particular, we have
lim
k→∞
w(k)
kn+1/(n+ 1)!
= rn+10 (L¯
·n+1).
(iii) Assume that X is a Q-Fano variety and L = −KX . Let us
consider the asymptotic expansion
w(k)
k · dimVk
= F0 + k
−1F1 + k
−2F2 + · · · .
If X is normal, then we have DF(X ,L) = −2F1.
(iv) [Odk15] Assume that X is a Q-Fano variety and L =
−KX . Let us set DF(X ,L) := −2F1 for possibly non-
normal X . If (X,−KX) is K-stable (resp. K-semistable),
(X ,L)/A1 is nontrivial, and Π is not an isomorphism in
codimension one, then DF(X ,L) > 0 (resp. ≥ 0) holds.
Proof. For (1), see [BHJ15, §2.5] and [WN12] for example. For (2), see
[BHJ15, §5, Lemma 7.7, Proposition 3.12] and [Odk15] for example. 
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3. K-stability and Ding stability
In this section, we recall the results [LX14, BBJ15]. Moreover, we see
that it is enough to consider special test configurations in order to test
uniform K-stability of Q-Fano varieties. Many results in this section
are already known. The author wrote down this section in detail just
for the readers’ convenience.
Theorem 3.1 (see [LX14, Theorem 2]). Let X be a Q-Fano variety and
(X ,L)/A1 be a normal, ample test configuration for (X,−KX). Then
there exist d ∈ Z>0, a projective birational Gm-equivariant morphism
π : X lc → X (d) (with ψd : X
(d) → X as in Proposition 2.5 (3)), and a
normal, ample test configuration (X lc,Llc)/A1 for (X,−KX) such that:
(1) (X lc,X lc0 ) is log canonical.
(2) DF(X lc,Llc) ≤ d · DF(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds if
and only if (X ,X0) is log canonical and −KX (d) ∼Q ψ
∗
dL; in
which case Llc ∼Q π
∗ψ∗dL and π is an isomorphism.
(3) Ding(X lc,Llc) ≤ d ·Ding(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds
if and only if (X (d),X
(d)
0 ) is log canonical and −KX (d) ∼Q ψ
∗
dL;
in which case Llc ∼Q π
∗ψ∗dL and π is an isomorphism.
(4) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
d(Ding(X ,L)− δ · JNA(X ,L)) ≥ Ding(X lc,Llc)− δ · JNA(X lc,Llc).
Proof. We repeat the proof of [LX14, Theorem 2]. By the semistable
reduction theorem and [LX14, Proposition 2], there exist d ∈ Z>0
and the log canonical modification π : X lc → (X (d),X
(d)
0 ) of the pair
(X (d),X
(d)
0 ). Set L
lc
0 := π
∗ψ∗dL. Let E be the Q-divisor on X¯
lc defined
by
• SuppE ⊂ X lc0 ,
• E ∼Q KX¯ lc/P1 + L¯
lc
0 .
Set Llct := L
lc
0 + tE. Then, by [LX14, Theorem 2 and the proof of
Proposition 3], (X lc,Llct )/A
1 is a normal, ample test configuration for
(X,−KX) and satisfies the condition (2) for any 0 < t≪ 1.
We check (3). Let X lc0 =
∑p
i=1Ei be the irreducible decomposition
and set E =:
∑p
i=1 eiEi. We can assume that e1 ≤ · · · ≤ ep. Since
−KX¯ lc/P1 − L¯
lc
t ∼Q −(1 + t)E, we have D(X lc,Llct ) = −(1 + t)E. Thus
lct(X lc, D(X lc,Llct );X
lc
0 ) = 1 + (1 + t)e1
since (X lc,
∑p
i=1Ei) is log canonical. Hence we have
Ding(X lc,Llct ) = −
(L¯lct
·n+1)
(n + 1)((−KX)·n)
+ (1 + t)e1.
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This implies that
d
dt
Ding(X lc,Llct ) = −
(L¯lct
·n · E)
((−KX)·n)
+ e1 =
(
L¯lc ·nt ·
(
e1X
lc
0 −E
))
((−KX)·n)
=
1
((−KX)·n)
(
L¯lc ·nt ·
p∑
i=1
(e1 − ei)Ei
)
≤ 0
for any 0 < t≪ 1. Thus we get
Ding(X lc,Llct ) ≤ Ding(X
lc,Llc0 ) = d · Ding(X ,L)
(see Proposition 2.5 (3)). If the above inequality is an equality, then
E ∼Q,P1 0 since e1 = · · · = ep. This implies that π is an isomorphism
since E is π-ample.
We check (4). Let
Z¯
Π
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
Θ
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X × P1 X¯ lc
be the normalization of the graph. Set φt := Θ
∗L¯lct , φtriv := Π
∗p∗1(−KX),
V := ((−KX)
·n) as in [BHJ15, §6.1]. Then
(n+ 1)V (d(Ding(X ,L)− δJNA(X ,L))
−(Ding(X lc,Llct )− δJ
NA(X lc,Llct )))
= (n+ 1)V (Ding(X lc,Llc0 )− δJ
NA(X lc,Llc0 )
−(Ding(X lc,Llct )− δJ
NA(X lc,Llct )))
= (1− δ)((φ·n+1t )− (φ
·n+1
0 )) + δ(n+ 1)t(φ
·n
triv ·Θ
∗E)− (n+ 1)te1V
= (1− δ)t
n∑
i=0
(
(φ·it · φ
·n−i
0 ·Θ
∗E)− e1V
)
+δ(n+ 1)t ((φ·ntriv ·Θ
∗E)− e1V )
= (1− δ)t
n∑
i=0
(
φ·it · φ
·n−i
0 ·Θ
∗
p∑
j=1
(ej − e1)Ej
)
+δ(n+ 1)t
(
φ·ntriv ·Θ
∗
p∑
j=1
(ej − e1)Ej
)
≥ 0.
Thus we get the desired inequality. 
Theorem 3.2 (see [LX14, Theorem 3] and [BBJ15, Theorem 2.1]).
Let X be a Q-Fano variety and (X ,L)/A1 be a normal, ample test
configuration for (X,−KX) with (X ,X0) log canonical. Then there
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exists a normal, ample test configuration (X ac,Lac)/A1 for (X,−KX)
with (X ac,X ac0 ) log canonical such that:
(1) −KX ac ∼Q L
ac.
(2) DF(X ac,Lac) ≤ DF(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds if
and only if (X ac,Lac) ≃ (X ,L) over A1.
(3) Ding(X ac,Lac) ≤ Ding(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds if
and only if (X ac,Lac) ≃ (X ,L) over A1.
(4) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
Ding(X ,L)− δ · JNA(X ,L) ≥ Ding(X ac,Lac)− δ · JNA(X ac,Lac).
Proof. We repeat the proof of [LX14, Theorem 3]. Since (X ,X0) is log
canonical, X is log terminal. Thus there exists a Gm-equivariant small
Q-factorial modification σ : X 0 → X by [BCHM10, Corollary 1.4.3].
Set L0 := σ∗L. Since L is ample over A1, −KX 0/A1 + lL
0 is semiample
and big over A1 for l ≫ 1. Thus
H0 := L0 −
1
l + 1
(L0 +KX 0/A1) =
1
l + 1
(lL0 −KX 0/A1)
is nef over A1. As in [LX14, p. 211], we run the KX 0/A1-MMP over A
1
with scaling H0. More precisely, we set λ0 := l + 1,
λj+1 := min{λ |KX j/A1 + λH
j is nef over A1},
X j 99K X j+1/A1 the Gm-equivariant birational map corresponds to a
KX j/A1-negative and (KX j/A1 + λj+1H
j)-trivial extremal ray, and let
Hj+1 be the strict transform of Hj on X j+1. Then we get
X 0 99K X 1 99K · · · 99K X k
and l + 1 = λ0 > λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk > λk+1 = 1. For any 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1
and λ ∈ [λj+1, λj], we set
Ljλ :=
1
λ− 1
(KX j/A1 + λH
j).
The pair (X j,Ljλ)/A
1 is not a test configuration for (X,−KX) in gen-
eral because of the small Q-factorial modification σ. However, we can
still define DF(X j,Ljλ), Ding(X
j,Ljλ) and J
NA(X j,Ljλ) in the same
way. (In fact, Ljλ is semiample over A
1 by the base point free theorem
and the canonical model of Ljλ over A
1 gives a normal, ample test con-
figuration for (X,−KX).) By [LX14, Lemma 2], the canonical model
µ : (X k,Lkλk) → (X
ac,Lac) of Lkλk over A
1 satisfies Lac ∼Q −KX ac .
Moreover, by [LX14, Theorem 3], (X ac,Lac)/A1 satisfies condition (2).
Let E be the Q-divisor on X¯ 0 defined by
• SuppE ⊂ X 00 ,
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• E ∼Q KX¯ 0/P1 + H¯
0.
Since −(KX¯ j/P1+L¯
j
λ) = −(λ/(λ−1))(KX¯ j/P1+H¯
j), we have D(X j ,Ljλ)
=
−(λ/(λ−1))Ej , where Ej is the strict transform of E on X j. By Propo-
sition 2.5, we have Ding(X ,L) = Ding(X 0,L0), Ding(X j,Ljλj+1) =
Ding(X j+1,Lj+1λj+1), Ding(X
k,Lkλk) = Ding(X
ac,Lac) and JNA(X ,L) =
JNA(X 0,L0), JNA(X j,Ljλj+1) = J
NA(X j+1,Lj+1λj+1) and J
NA(X k,Lkλk) =
JNA(X ac,Lac) for any 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
We check (3). For any 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, let X j0 =
∑p
i=1Ei be the
irreducible decomposition and set Ej =
∑p
i=1 eiEi. We can assume
that e1 ≤ · · · ≤ ep. Take any λ ∈ [λj+1, λj]. We note that
Ding(X j,Ljλ) = −
(L¯jλ
·n+1)
(n+ 1)((−KX)·n)
+
λ
λ− 1
e1.
Thus
d
dλ
Ding(X j ,Ljλ) =
1
(λ− 1)2
(
(L¯jλ
·n · Ej)
((−KX)·n)
− e1
)
=
1
(λ− 1)2((−KX)·n)
(
L¯j·nλ ·
p∑
i=1
(ei − e1)Ei
)
≥ 0.
This implies that Ding(X ,L) ≥ Ding(X ac,Lac). Assume that the in-
equality is an equality. Then Ding(X 0,L0λ0) = Ding(X
0,L0λ1). We
know that λ0 > λ1 since l ≫ 0. Moreover, since σ is small, we have
(L¯0λ
·n · Ei) > 0 for any λ1 ≪ λ ≤ λ0 and any irreducible component
Ei ⊂ X
0
0 . Thus we get E ∼Q,P1 0. This implies that −KX 0 ∼Q L
0. In
this case, k = 0 and (X ac,Lac) ≃ (X ,L) over A1 hold.
We check (4). Take any 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Let
Z¯
Π
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
Θ
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
X × P1 X¯ j
be the normalization of the graph. Set φλ := Θ
∗L¯jλ, φtriv := Π
∗p∗1(−KX),
V := ((−KX)
·n) as in [BHJ15, §6.1]. Then
φλj+1 − φλj =
(
λj+1
λj+1 − 1
−
λj
λj − 1
)
Θ∗Ej.
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Thus we have
(n + 1)V (Ding(X j,Ljλj)− δJ
NA(X j,Ljλj)
−(Ding(X j,Ljλj+1)− δJ
NA(X j,Ljλj+1)))
= (1− δ)
(
λj+1
λj+1 − 1
−
λj
λj − 1
) n∑
i=0
(
(φ·iλj+1 · φ
·n−i
λj
·Θ∗Ej)− e1V
)
+δ(n+ 1)
(
λj+1
λj+1 − 1
−
λj
λj − 1
)(
(φ·ntriv ·Θ
∗Ej)− e1V
)
≥ 0.
Therefore we get the desired inequality. 
Theorem 3.3 (see [LX14, Theorem 4]). Let X be a Q-Fano variety and
(X ,−KX/A1)/A
1 be a normal, ample test configuration for (X,−KX)
with (X ,X0) log canonical. Then there exist d ∈ Z>0 and a projective
birational Gm-equivariant birational map X
(d)
99K X s over A1 (with
ψd : X
(d) → X as in Proposition 2.5 (3)) such that:
(1) (X s,−KX s/A1)/A
1 is a special test configuration for (X,−KX).
(2) DF(X s,−KX s/A1) ≤ d ·DF(X ,−KX/A1) holds. Moreover, equal-
ity holds if and only if (X ,−KX/A1)/A
1 is a special test config-
uration for (X,−KX). We remark that, by Proposition 2.5 (4),
we have the equalities DF(X s,−KX s/A1) = Ding(X
s,−KX s/A1)
and DF(X ,−KX/A1) = Ding(X ,−KX/A1).
(3) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
d(Ding(X ,−KX/A1)− δ · J
NA(X ,−KX/A1))
≥ Ding(X s,−KX s/A1)− δ · J
NA(X s,−KX s/A1).
Proof. We repeat the proof of [LX14, Theorem 4]. By [LX14, The-
orem 4], there exist d ∈ Z>0 and a Gm-equivariant birational map
X (d) 99K X s such that the conditions (1) and (2) hold and the discrep-
ancy a(X s0 ;X
(d), 0) is equal to zero. By [BCHM10, Corollary 1.4.3],
there exists a Gm-equivariant birational morphism π
′ : X ′ → X (d) with
X ′ normal and Q-factorial such that π′ exactly contracts the divisor X s0 .
We know that KX ′ = π
′∗KX (d). Thus we have Ding(X
′,−KX ′/A1) =
Ding(X (d),−KX (d)/A1) = d·Ding(X ,−KX/A1) and J
NA(X ′,−KX ′/A1) =
JNA(X (d),−KX (d)/A1) = d · J
NA(X ,−KX/A1). Consider a common par-
tial resolution
X × P1 Z¯
Π
oo
Θ

Ξ
// X¯ s.
X¯ ′
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Set E := Ξ∗(−KX¯ s/P1) − Θ
∗(−KX¯ ′/P1). Then −E is Ξ-exceptional
and Ξ-nef. Thus E is effective by the negativity lemma. Set φ0 :=
Θ∗(−KX¯ ′/P1), φ1 := Ξ
∗(−KX¯ s/P1), φtriv := Π
∗p∗1(−KX) and V :=
((−KX)
·n) as in [BHJ15, §6.1]. Then we have
(n+ 1)V (Ding(X ′,−KX ′/A1)− δJ
NA(X ′,−KX ′/A1)
−(Ding(X s,−KX s/A1)− δJ
NA(X s,−KX s/A1)))
= (1− δ)
n∑
i=0
(φ·i1 · φ
·n−i
0 ·E) + δ(n+ 1)(φ
·n
triv · E) ≥ 0.
Therefore we get the desired inequality. 
By Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we immediately get the following
corollary:
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a Q-Fano variety.
(1) (see [BBJ15, Theorem 2.1] and [LX14, Corollary 1]) For any
δ ∈ [0, 1), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) DF(X ,L) ≥ δ ·JNA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample test
configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX).
(ii) Ding(X ,L) ≥ δ · JNA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample
test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX).
(iii) DF(X ,−KX/A1) ≥ δ·J
NA(X ,−KX/A1) holds for any special
test configuration (X ,−KX/A1)/A
1 for (X,−KX).
(2) X is K-stable (resp. K-polystable) if and only if X is Ding stable
(resp. Ding polystable).
4. Sequences of test configurations
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Q-Fano variety. Assume that there exists
δ ∈ [0, 1) such that Ding(X ,L) ≥ δ · JNA(X ,L) holds for any normal,
semiample test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−KX). Then β(F ) ≥
δ · j(F ) holds for any prime divisor F over X.
Proof. Take any projective log resolution σ : Y → X with F a smooth
divisor on Y . Fix r0 ∈ Z>0 with −r0KX Cartier, and let V• =⊕
k∈Z≥0
Vk be the complete graded linear series of −r0KX . Let F be
the decreasing, left-continuous R-filtration of V• defined by
FxVk :=
{
H0(X,−kr0KX − xF ) if x ∈ R≥0,
Vk otherwise,
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for k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R. Then F is multiplicative and linearly bounded.
In fact, we have emax(V•,F) = r0 · τ(F ) and emin(V•,F) = 0. Set
I(k,x) := Image(F
xVk ⊗k OX(kr0KX)→ OX)
for k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R, where the homomorphism is the evaluation.
By definition, I(k,x) · OY is equal to
Image
(
H0 (Y, σ∗OX(−kr0KX)(⌊−xF ⌋))⊗k σ
∗OX(kr0KX)→ OY
)
.
In particular, I(k,x) · OY ⊂ OY (⌊−xF ⌋) holds.
Claim 4.2. For any k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R, we have the equality
FxVk = H
0(X,OX(−kr0KX) · I(k,x)).
In other words, the filtration F is saturated in the sense of [Fuj15d,
Definition 4.4].
Proof of Claim 4.2. By [Fuj15d, Proposition 4.3 (5)],
FxVk ⊂ H
0(X,OX(−kr0KX) · I(k,x))
holds. On the other hand, H0(X,OX(−kr0KX) · I(k,x)) maps to
H0
(
Y, σ∗
(
OX(−kr0KX)⊗ I(k,x)
))
→ H0
(
Y, σ∗OX(−kr0KX) ·
(
I(k,x) · OY
))
→֒ H0 (Y, σ∗OX(−kr0KX)(⌊−xF ⌋)) .
Thus we get H0(X,OX(−kr0KX) · I(k,x)) ⊂ F
xVk. 
Take any e+, e− ∈ Z with e+ > r0 · τ(F ) and e− < 0. Let r1 ∈ Z>0
be a sufficiently big positive integer as in [Fuj15d, Proposition 4.3 (4)].
For any r ≥ r1, we set the flag ideal Ir ⊂ OX×A1t (in the sense of
[Odk13, Definition 3.1]) defined by
Ir := I(r,re+) + I(r,re+−1)t
1 + · · ·+ I(r,re−+1)t
r(e+−e−)−1 + (tr(e+−e−)).
Let Πr : X
r → X × A1 be the blowup along Ir, let E
r ⊂ X r be
the Cartier divisor defined by OX r(−E
r) = Ir · OX r , and set L
r :=
Π∗r(−KX×A1) − (1/(rr0))E
r. Then (X r,Lr)/A1 is a semiample test
configuration for (X,−KX) by [Fuj15d, Lemma 4.6].
Claim 4.3. We have
lim
r→∞
λmax(X
r,Lr) = −
e+
r0
+ τ(F ).
Proof of Claim 4.3. Since rr0L
r is Cartier, we can consider the filtra-
tion F(X r ,rr0Lr) of V
(r)
• :=
⊕
k∈Z≥0
Vkr as in Proposition 2.12. For any
k ∈ Z≥0, we set J(k;r,kre−) := OX and
Ikr =: J(k;r,kre+)+J(k;r,kre+−1)t
1+· · ·+J(k;r,kre−+1)t
kr(e+−e−)−1+(tkr(e+−e−)).
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Then, by Proposition 2.12 (1), Fx(X r ,rr0Lr)V
(r)
k is equal to

Vkr if x ≤ −kr(e+ − e−),
H0(X,OX(−krr0KX) · J(k;r,kre++⌈x⌉)) if − kr(e+ − e−) < x ≤ 0,
0 if x > 0
for k ≫ 0. By [Fuj15d, Lemma 4.5], for j ∈ [kre−, kre+] ∩ Z,
H0(X,OX(−krr0KX) · J(k;r,j)) = 0
holds if and only if J(k;r,j) = 0 holds. On the other hand,
max{j ∈ [kre−, kre+] ∩ Z | J(k;r,j) 6= 0}
= k ·max{j ∈ [re−, re+] ∩ Z | I(r,j) 6= 0}
= k ·max{j ∈ [re−, re+] ∩ Z | F
jVr 6= 0}
by Claim 4.2. This implies that
sup{x ∈ R | Fx(X r,rr0Lr)V
(r)
k 6= 0}
= k
(
−re+ +max{j ∈ [re−, re+] ∩ Z | F
jVr 6= 0}
)
.
By Proposition 2.12 (2), we get the assertion. 
Let ν : X r,ν → X r be the normalization. We know
Ding(X r,ν, ν∗Lr) ≥ δ · JNA(X r,ν , ν∗Lr)
by the assumption. Note that
lct(X r,ν, D(X r,ν ,ν∗Lr);X
r,ν
0 ) = lct(X × A
1, I ·1/(rr0)r ; (t))
by the proof of [Fuj15d, Proposition 3.5]. Thus
lct(X × A1, I ·1/(rr0)r ; (t)) ≥ dr,δ,
where
dr,δ := 1+
(L¯r·n+1)
(n+ 1)((−KX)·n)
+δ·
(
λmax(X
r,Lr)−
(L¯r·n+1)
(n + 1)((−KX)·n)
)
.
Set F0 := F , let {Fi}i∈I be the set of σ-exceptional prime divisors on
Y and set Iˆ := I ∪ {0}. Then the pair(
Y ×A1,
∏
i∈Iˆ
OY×A1(−Fi ×A
1)·(−AX(Fi)+1) · (Ir · OY×A1)
·1/(rr0) · (t)·dr,δ
)
is sub log canonical for any r ≥ r1. We know that
Ir · OY×A1 ⊂ OY (−re+F ) +OY (−(re+ − 1)F )t
1 + · · ·
· · ·+OY (−F )t
re+−1 + (tre+) = (OY (−F ) + (t))
re+ .
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Claim 4.4. The limit d∞,δ := limr→∞ dr,δ exists and is equal to
1−
e+
r0
+ δ · τ(F ) +
1− δ
((−KX)·n)
∫ ∞
0
volX(−KX − xF )dx.
Proof of Claim 4.4. By [Fuj15d, Lemma 4.7], we have
lim
r→∞
(L¯r·n+1)
(n + 1)((−KX)·n)
= −
e+ − e−
r0
+
1
rn+10 ((−KX)
·n)
∫ e+
e−
vol(FV x• )dx.
Note that vol(FV x• ) is equal to{
rn0 · volX(−KX −
x
r0
F ) if x ∈ R≥0,
rn0 · ((−KX)
·n) otherwise.
Thus Claim 4.4 follows from Claim 4.3. 
By Claim 4.4, the pair(
Y ×A1,
∏
i∈Iˆ
OY×A1(−Fi×A
1)·(−AX(Fi)+1) ·(OY (−F )+(t))
·e+/r0 ·(t)·d∞,δ
)
is sub log canonical. Take the blowup Y → Y × A1 of Y × A1 along
F × {0}, and let EF be the exceptional divisor of the blowup. Then
we have
−1 ≤ ordEF (KY/Y×A1)− (−AX(F ) + 1)−
e+
r0
− d∞,δ
= AX(F )−
e+
r0
− d∞,δ.
By Claim 4.4, we get
δ · τ(F ) +
1− δ
((−KX)·n)
∫ ∞
0
volX(−KX − xF )dx ≤ AX(F ).
This immediately implies that β(F ) ≥ δ · j(F ). 
5. Special test configurations and dreamy prime divisors
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. More precisely, we
prove the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a Q-Fano variety and let (X ,−KX/A1)/A
1 be a
normal, ample test configuration for (X,−KX) with X0 irreducible and
reduced. Then the divisorial valuation vX0 on X defined in Proposition
2.10 is dreamy over X and we have the equalities DF(X ,−KX/A1) =
β(vX0)/ volX(−KX) and J
NA(X ,−KX/A1) = j(vX0)/ volX(−KX).
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Theorem 5.2. Let X be a Q-Fano variety and F a dreamy prime divi-
sor over X. Then there exists a semiample test configuration (X ,L)/A1
for (X,−KX) such that the equalities DF(X ,L) = β(F )/ volX(−KX)
and JNA(X ,L) = j(F )/ volX(−KX) hold.
Remark 5.3. From Theorem 5.1, it seems to be more natural to
consider the invariants β(v)/ volX(−KX) and j(v)/ volX(−KX) rather
than β(v) and j(v) (see also [Li15c, Definition 3.4]). The reason why
the author uses the invariants β(v) and j(v) is because the invariant
β(v) is a modification of the invariants in [Fuj15a, Proposition 3.2],
[Fuj15b, Definition 1.1], [Fuj15c, §3] and [Fuj15d, Theorem 4.10] intro-
duced by the author.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary
3.4, Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems
5.1 and 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Pick r0 ∈ Z>0 with −r0KX/A1 Cartier. Let
Z¯
Π
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
Θ

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
X × P1 X¯
be the normalization of the graph. Let Z0 =
∑
i∈I miEi+Xˆ0+Xˆ0 be the
irreducible decomposition, where Xˆ0 is the strict transform of X ×{0}
and Xˆ0 is the strict transform of X0. We set B := Θ
∗(−KX¯/P1) −
Π∗p∗1(−KX) supported on Z0. Note that − ordXˆ0 B = ordXˆ0(KZ/X×A1).
Let V• be the complete graded linear series of−r0KX and let us consider
the filtration F := F(Z,Θ∗(−r0KX/A1 )) of V• as in Proposition 2.12.
Claim 5.4 (cf. [BHJ15, Lemma 5.16] and [Li15c, Lemma 6.6]). Pick
k ∈ Z≥0 and x ∈ R. Then we have
FxVk = {f ∈ Vk | vX0(f) ≥ kr0AX(vX0) + x}.
Proof of Claim 5.4. Take any f ∈ Vk \ {0}. Let D ∈ |− kr0KX | be the
effective divisor which corresponds to f . Then f ∈ FxVk holds if and
only if Π∗p∗1D + kr0B ≥ ⌈x⌉Z0 holds by Proposition 2.12 (1). Since
Π∗p∗1D + kr0B − ⌈x⌉Z0 ∼Q Θ
∗(−kr0KX¯/P1 − ⌈x⌉X0),
the condition Π∗p∗1D+kr0B−⌈x⌉Z0 ≥ 0 is equivalent to the condition
Θ∗(Π
∗p∗1D + kr0B − ⌈x⌉Z0) ≥ 0. This condition is equivalent to the
condition
ordXˆ0(Π
∗p∗1D) + kr0 · ordXˆ0 B − ⌈x⌉ ≥ 0.
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Note that − ordXˆ0 B = AX(vX0) by Proposition 2.10. 
By Claim 5.4, FxVk is equal to{
H0(X,−kr0KX − (kr0AX(vX0) + x)vX0) if x ≥ −kr0AX(vX0),
Vk otherwise.
We note that the k-algebra
⊕
k∈Z≥0,j∈Z
F jVk is finitely generated by
Proposition 2.12 (1). Thus the k-algebra⊕
k,j∈Z≥0
H0(X,−kr0KX − jvX0)
is finitely generated (see [ELMNP06, Lemma 4.8]). In particular, the
divisorial valuation vX0 is dreamy. By Proposition 2.12,
λmax(X ,−KX/A1) = τ(vX0)−AX(vX0),
and
λ
(k)
min := inf{x ∈ R | F
xVk 6= Vk}
satisfies that
lim
k→∞
λ
(k)
min
kr0
= −AX(vX0).
Then the quantity w(k) in Proposition 2.12 is equal to∫ kr0τ(vX0 )
0
dimH0(X,−kr0KX − xvX0)dx− kr0AX(vX0) dimVk.
Thus, by Proposition 2.12 (2ii), ((−KX¯/P1)
·n+1) is equal to
lim
k→∞
w(k)
(kr0)n+1/(n+ 1)!
= (n + 1)
(∫ τ(vX0 )
0
volX(−KX − xvX0)dx−AX(vX0)((−KX)
·n)
)
= −(n + 1)β(vX0).
Hence
DF(X ,−KX/A1) =
β(vX0)
((−KX)·n)
,
JNA(X ,−KX/A1) = τ(vX0)− AX(vX0) +
β(vX0)
((−KX)·n)
=
j(vX0)
((−KX)·n)
.
Therefore we get the assertion. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof is essentially same as the one in
[Fuj15c, Theorem 1.1]. Take any projective log resolution σ : Y → X
with F a smooth divisor on Y . Fix a sufficiently divisible positive
integer r0 ∈ Z>0 such that −r0KX is Cartier and the k-algebra⊕
k,j∈Z≥0
H0(Y, σ∗(−kr0KX)− jF )
is generated by ⊕
j∈Z≥0
H0(Y, σ∗(−r0KX)− jF ).
We set H := σ∗(−KX) and Vk,j := H
0(Y, kr0H − jF ) for simplicity.
We set
Ij := Image (V1,j ⊗k OX(r0KX)→ OX)
for j ∈ [0, r0τ(F )] ∩ Z, and set
I := Ir0τ(F ) + Ir0τ(F )−1t
1 + · · ·+ I1t
r0τ(F )−1 + (tr0τ(F )) ⊂ OX×A1t .
Let Π: X → X ×A1 be the blowup along I, let E ⊂ X be the Cartier
divisor defined by OX (−E) = I · OX , and let L := Π
∗p∗1(−KX) −
(1/r0)E.
Claim 5.5 ([Fuj15c]). (1) For any k ∈ Z>0, set J(k,0) := OX and
Ik =: J(k,kr0τ(F )) + J(k,kr0τ(F )−1)t
1 + · · ·+ J(k,1)t
kr0τ(F )−1 + (tkr0τ(F )).
Then
Vk,j = H
0(X,OX(−kr0KX) · J(k,j))
holds for any j ∈ [0, kr0τ(F )] ∩ Z.
(2) (X ,L)/A1 is a semiample test configuration for (X,−KX).
Proof of Claim 5.5. (1) follows from the proof of [Fuj15c, Lemma 3.6],
(2) follows from the proof of [Fuj15c, Lemma 3.7]. 
Let V• be the complete graded linear series of −r0KX and let us
consider the filtration F := F(X ,r0L) of V• as in Proposition 2.12. By
Proposition 2.12 (1) and Claim 5.5 (1), for k ≫ 0, we have
FxVk =


Vk if x ≤ −kr0τ(F ),
Vk,kr0τ(F )+⌈x⌉ if − kr0τ(F ) < x ≤ 0,
0 if x > 0.
Thus w(k) in Proposition 2.12 is equal to f(k)−kr0τ(F ) dimVk, where
f(k) :=
kr0τ(F )∑
l=1
dimVk,l.
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By Proposition 2.12 (2), f(k) is a polynomial function of degree at
most n+1 for k ≫ 0. Let us write f(k) = fn+1k
n+1+ fnk
n+O(kn−1).
By the asymptotic Riemann-Roch Theorem, we know that
dimVk =
rn0 ((−KX)
·n)
n!
kn +
rn−10 ((−KX)
·n)
2 · ((n− 1)!)
kn−1 +O(kn−2)
for k ≫ 0. Thus, by Proposition 2.12 (2iii) and (2iv), we get
DF(X ,L) =
n!
((−r0KX)·n)
(
n
r0
fn+1 − 2fn
)
.
By [KKL12, Theorem 4.2], there exist a sequence of rational numbers
0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τm = τ(F )
and pairwise distinct birational contraction maps ϕj : Y 99K Yj with
Yj normal and projective for 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that the map ϕj is
a semiample model of H − xF for any x ∈ [τj−1, τj ], and the ample
model of H−xF for any x ∈ (τj−1, τj). See [KKL12, Definition 2.3] for
the definitions of semiample and ample models. By [KKL12, Remark
2.4 (i)], we have
f(k) =
m∑
j=1
kr0τj∑
l=kr0τj−1+1
dimH0(Yj , kr0Hj − lFj),
where Hj, Fj is the strict transform of H , F on Yj, respectively. Hence,
by [Fuj15b, Proposition 4.1], we have
f(k) =
m∑
j=1
(
(kr0)
n+1
n!
∫ τj
τj−1
((Hj − xFj)
·n)dx
−
(kr0)
n
2 · (n− 1)!
∫ τj
τj−1
((Hj − xFj)
·n−1 · (KYj + Fj))dx
)
+O(kn−1).
Claim 5.6. For any σ-exceptional prime divisor F ′ on Y with F ′ 6= F
and for any 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the divisor F ′ is ϕj-exceptional. In particular,
Hj +KYj + Fj = AX(F ) · Fj holds for any 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Proof of Claim 5.6. Fix any τ ∈ (τj−1, τj) ∩Q. Let
Z
pi
  
  
  
   θ

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
Y Yj
be a common resolution of ϕj. Then there exists an ample Q-divisor Aj
on Yj such that the linear system |π
∗(k(H−τF ))| is equal to |θ∗kAj |+
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Gk with Gk effective and fixed for any sufficiently divisible k ∈ Z>0.
In particular, Gk is θ-exceptional. Let F
′
Z ⊂ Z be the strict transform
of F ′. Assume that F ′Z is not θ-exceptional. Since F
′
Z is (σ ◦ π)-
exceptional, F ′Z is covered by a family of curves {Ct}t∈T with (π
∗(H −
τF ) · Ct) ≤ 0. However, a general Ct satisfies that (θ
∗Aj · Ct) =
(Aj ·θ∗Ct) > 0 and (Gk·Ct) ≥ 0. This implies that (π
∗(H−τF )·Ct) > 0,
a contradiction. The equality Hj + KYj + Fj = AX(F ) · Fj follows
immediately from the fact that all of those F ′ are ϕj-exceptional. 
By Claim 5.6 and [KKL12, Remark 2.4 (i)], we get
DF(X ,L)
=
n
((−KX)·n)
m∑
j=1
∫ τj
τj−1
(AX(F )− x)
(
(Hj − xFj)
·n−1 · Fj
)
dx
=
1
((−KX)·n)
m∑
j=1
(
[(x− AX(F ))((Hj − xFj)
·n)]τjτj−1
−
∫ τj
τj−1
((Hj − xFj)
·n)dx
)
=
β(F )
((−KX)·n)
.
We can also check that
λmax(X ,L) = 0,
(L¯·n+1) = (n+ 1)! ·
fn+1
rn+10
− (n+ 1)τ(F )((−KX)
·n),
fn+1 =
m∑
j=1
rn+10
n!
∫ τj
τj−1
((Hj − xFj)
·n)dx.
Thus we get the equality JNA(X ,L) = j(F )/((−KX)
·n). 
6. Log Fano pairs
We can naturally and easily generalize Theorem 1.4 for log Fano
pairs. We omit the proofs of many results in this section since the
results are direct generalizations of the results in §2–§5. We remark
that some of the results in this section had already been known (e.g.,
[LL16, §4], [LX16, §4]) after the author uploaded the first version of
this article on arXiv.
Definition 6.1 (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.3). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano
pair, that is, (X,∆) is a projective klt pair with ∆ effective Q-divisor
and −(KX + ∆) ample Q-Cartier. Given a prime divisor F over X ,
the definitions of the quantities A(X,∆)(F ), τ(X,∆)(F ), β(X,∆)(F ) and
j(X,∆)(F ) are exactly the same as in Definition 1.3, replacing KX with
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KX +∆ in all formulas. The same is true for the definition of F to be
dreamy over (X,∆).
Definition 6.2 (see Definition 2.2). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair and
let (X ,L)/A1 be a normal test configuration for (X,−(KX +∆)).
(1) Let ∆X (resp. ∆X¯ ) be the Q-divisor which is the closure of
∆× (A1 \ {0}) on X (resp. on X¯ ).
(2) A test configuration (X ,L)/A1 is said to be a product-type test
configuration for ((X,∆),−(KX +∆)) if (X ,∆X ) is isomorphic
to (X × A1,∆× A1).
(3) A test configuration (X ,L)/A1 is said to be a special test con-
figuration for ((X,∆),−(KX +∆)) if it is a normal, ample test
configuration for (X,−(KX+∆)), L = −(KX/A1+∆X ) and the
pair (X ,∆X + X0) is plt.
We recall the notions of Ding invariants and Donaldson-Futaki invari-
ants. See also [BHJ15, Definitions 3.17 and 7.25] and [LL16, Definitions
2.2 and 2.3].
Definition 6.3 (see Definition 2.3). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair of di-
mension n and (X ,L)/A1 be a normal test configuration for (X,−(KX+
∆)).
(1) Let D((X ,∆X ),L) be the Q-divisor on X¯ defined by
• SuppD((X ,∆X ),L) ⊂ X0,
• D((X ,∆X ),L) ∼Q −(KX¯ /P1 +∆X¯ )− L¯.
The Ding invariant Ding∆(X ,L) of (X ,L)/A
1 is defined by the
following:
Ding∆(X ,L) := −
(L¯·n+1)
(n + 1)((−(KX +∆))·n)
− 1
+ lct(X ,∆X +D((X ,∆X ),L);X0),
where
lct(X ,∆X +D((X ,∆X ),L);X0)
:= max{c ∈ R | (X ,∆X +D((X ,∆X ),L) + cX0): sub log canonical}.
(2) The Donaldson-Futaki invariant DF∆(X ,L) of the test config-
uration (X ,L)/A1 is defined by the following:
DF∆(X ,L) :=
n
n+ 1
·
(L¯·n+1)
((−(KX +∆))·n)
+
(L¯·n · (KX¯/P1 +∆X¯ ))
((−(KX +∆))·n)
.
We note that the analogue of Proposition 2.5 holds.
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Definition 6.4 (see Definition 2.7). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair.
The definition of uniform K-stability, K-stability, K-polystability, K-
semistability, uniform Ding stability, Ding stability, Ding polystability,
Ding semistability of (X,∆) is the same as in Definition 2.7. For ex-
ample, (X,∆) is K-polystable if DF(X ,L) ≥ 0 for any normal, ample
test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−(KX + ∆)) and equality holds
only if (X ,L)/A1 is a product-type for ((X,∆),−(KX +∆)).
The main theorem in this section is the following:
Theorem 6.5. Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair. For any δ ∈ [0, 1), the
following are equivalent:
(i) DF∆(X ,L) ≥ δ · J
NA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample test
configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−(KX +∆)).
(ii) Ding∆(X ,L) ≥ δ · J
NA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample test
configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−(KX +∆)).
(iii) β(X,∆)(F ) ≥ δ · j(X,∆)(F ) holds for any prime divisor F over X.
(iv) β(X,∆)(F ) ≥ δ · j(X,∆)(F ) holds for any dreamy prime divisor F
over (X,∆).
Example 6.6 ([Li15a, Theorem 3]). We consider log Fano pairs of
dimension one. Let us consider a pair (P1,∆) with ∆ =
∑m
i=1 aipi
(m ≥ 1, ai ∈ Q>0, p1, . . . , pm are distinct points), 1 > a1 ≥ · · · ≥ am
and 2 −
∑m
i=1 ai > 0. We remark that any prime divisor over P
1 is
a point on P1. Thus we can check from Theorem 6.5 that (P1,∆) is
uniformly K-stable (resp. K-semistable) if and only if
∑m
i=2 ai > a1
(resp.
∑m
i=2 ai ≥ a1) holds.
The following three theorems are logarithmic versions of the results
in [LX14] and [BBJ15].
Theorem 6.7 (see Theorem 3.1). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair and
(X ,L)/A1 be a normal, ample test configuration for (X,−(KX +∆)).
Then there exist d ∈ Z>0, a projective birational Gm-equivariant
morphism π : X lc → X (d), and a normal, ample test configuration
(X lc,Llc)/A1 for (X,−(KX +∆)) such that:
(1) (X lc,∆X lc + X
lc
0 ) is log canonical.
(2) DF∆(X
lc,Llc) ≤ d · DF∆(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds
if and only if (X ,∆X + X0) is log canonical and −(KX (d) +
∆X (d)) ∼Q ψ
∗
dL; in which case L
lc ∼Q π
∗ψ∗dL and π is an iso-
morphism.
(3) Ding∆(X
lc,Llc) ≤ d · Ding∆(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality
holds if and only if (X (d),∆X (d) + X
(d)
0 ) is log canonical and
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−(KX (d) + ∆X (d)) ∼Q ψ
∗
dL; in which case L
lc ∼Q π
∗ψ∗dL and π
is an isomorphism.
(4) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
d(Ding∆(X ,L)− δ · J
NA(X ,L)) ≥ Ding∆(X
lc,Llc)− δ · JNA(X lc,Llc).
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 3.1. We take the log canoni-
cal modification π : X lc → (X (d),∆X (d)+X
(d)
0 ) of the pair (X
(d),∆X (d)+
X
(d)
0 ) for some d ∈ Z>0. 
Theorem 6.8 (see Theorem 3.2). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair and
(X ,L)/A1 be a normal, ample test configuration for (X,−(KX + ∆))
with (X ,∆X+X0) log canonical. Then there exists a normal, ample test
configuration (X ac,Lac)/A1 for (X,−(KX+∆)) with (X
ac,∆X ac+X
ac
0 )
log canonical such that:
(1) −(KX ac +∆X ac) ∼Q L
ac.
(2) DF∆(X
ac,Lac) ≤ DF∆(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds if
and only if (X ac,Lac) ≃ (X ,L) over A1.
(3) Ding∆(X
ac,Lac) ≤ Ding∆(X ,L) holds. Moreover, equality holds
if and only if (X ac,Lac) ≃ (X ,L) over A1.
(4) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
Ding∆(X ,L)− δ · J
NA(X ,L) ≥ Ding∆(X
ac,Lac)− δ · JNA(X ac,Lac).
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Proposition 3.2. 
Theorem 6.9 (see Theorem 3.3). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair and
(X ,−(KX/A1 + ∆X ))/A
1 be a normal, ample test configuration for
(X,−(KX + ∆)) with (X ,∆X + X0) log canonical. Then there ex-
ist d ∈ Z>0 and a projective birational Gm-equivariant birational map
X (d) 99K X s over A1 such that:
(1) (X s,−(KX s/A1 + ∆X s))/A
1 is a special test configuration for
((X,∆),−(KX +∆)).
(2) DF∆(X
s,−(KX s/A1+∆X s)) ≤ d·DF∆(X ,−(KX/A1+∆X )) holds.
Moreover, equality holds if and only if (X ,−(KX/A1 +∆X ))/A
1
is a special test configuration for ((X,∆),−(KX +∆)). We re-
mark that DF∆(X
s,−(KX s/A1+∆X s)) = Ding∆(X
s,−(KX s/A1+
∆X s)) and DF∆(X ,−(KX/A1 + ∆X )) = Ding∆(X ,−(KX/A1 +
∆X )) hold.
(3) For any δ ∈ [0, 1], we have the inequality
d(Ding∆(X ,−(KX/A1 +∆X ))− δ · J
NA(X ,−(KX/A1 +∆X )))
≥ Ding∆(X
s,−(KX s/A1 +∆X s))− δ · J
NA(X s,−(KX s/A1 +∆X s)).
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 3.3. For a logarithmic version
of [LX14, Theorem 6 (2)], we use the following Theorem 6.10. 
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Theorem 6.10 (see [LX14, Theorem 6 (2)]). Let 0 ∈ C be a germ
of a smooth curve and C∗ := C \ {0}. Let f : X → C be a projective
morphism and ∆ be a horizontal effective Q-divisor on X such that
−(KX +∆) is ample over C, (X ,∆+X0) is log canonical and (X
∗,∆∗)
is klt, where X ∗ := f−1(C∗) and ∆∗ := ∆|X ∗. Then there exists a finite
morphism φ : (0 ∈ C ′) → (0 ∈ C) between germs of smooth curves
which is e´tale outside 0 ∈ C, a projective morphism f s : X s → C ′ and
a horizontal effective Q-divisor ∆s on X s such that the following hold:
• X s|(fs)−1(φ−1(C∗)) ≃ X
∗×CC
′ over φ−1(C∗). Moreover, ∆s is the
closure of the pullback of ∆∗.
• −(KX s +∆
s) is ample over C ′.
• The pair (X s,∆s + X s0) is plt.
• The discrepancy a(X s0 ;X
′,∆′) is equal to zero, where (X ′,∆′) is
the normalization of the pullback of (X ,∆) to φ.
Proof. We give a proof for the readers’ convenience. By the semistable
reduction theorem, there exist a finite morphism φ : (0 ∈ C ′)→ (0 ∈ C)
which is e´tale outside 0 ∈ C (we set φ : X ′ → X the normalization
of X ×C C
′ and ∆′ := φ∗∆) and a projective birational morphism
π : Y → X ′ such that the pair (Y ,Y0 + Exc(π) + π
−1
∗ ∆
′) is a simple
normal crossing pair and Y0 is reduced. We write
π∗(KX ′∗ +∆
′∗) + F ∗ = KY∗ + π
−1
∗ ∆
′∗ + E∗,
where X ′∗ := (f s)−1(φ−1(C∗)), Y∗ := π−1(X ′∗), ∆′∗ := ∆′|X ′∗ and E
∗,
F ∗ ≥ 0 without common components. Since (X ′∗,∆′∗) is klt, we have
⌈E∗⌉ = 0. We can write
π∗(KX ′ +∆
′) + F +B = KY + π
−1
∗ ∆
′ + E,
where E, F be the closures of E∗, F ∗ and B is vertical. Since (X ′,∆′+
X ′0) is log canonical, we have B ≥ 0.
Take a π-ample Q-divisor A on Y such that the support of A is equal
to the union of Exc(π) and the support of Y0. Let G be the reduced
divisor whose support is equal to the union of π-exceptional, horizontal
divisors. Then δG+ εAh ≥ 0 and the support of δG+ εAh is equal to
the support of G for 0 < ε ≪ δ ≪ 1, where Ah is the horizontal part
of A and Av is the vertical part of A.
Set LY := π
∗(−(KX ′ +∆
′)) + εA. LY is ample over C
′. Note that
KY + π
−1
∗ ∆
′ + E + δG+ LY ∼Q,C′ (F + δG+ εA
h) + (B + εAv).
Set B + εAv =:
∑m
i=1 aiEi. After a suitable small perturbation of the
coefficients of A, we can assume that a1 < · · · < am and a(E1;X
′,∆′) =
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0. By [LX14, Proposition 1], we can run (KY +π
−1
∗ ∆
′+E+ δG+LY)-
MMP
Y = Y0 99K Y1 99K · · · 99K Yk
over C ′ with scaling LY such that KYk + ∆
k + Lk ∼Q,C′ 0, L
k is nef
and big over C ′ and the support of the exceptional divisors of the
rational map Y 99K Yk is equal to the union of the support of G
and
⋃m
i=2Ei, where ∆
k, Lk is the strict transform of π−1∗ ∆
′, LY on
Yk, respectively. From the base-point freeness, Lk is semiample over
C ′. Let us consider the canonical model ψ : Yk → X s of Lk over C ′.
Obviously, X s coincides with X ′ outside 0 ∈ C ′. Moreover, X s0 is the
image of E1. Since the pair (Y , π
−1
∗ ∆
′ +E + δG+ Y0) is dlt and Y
k
0 is
irreducible, the pair (Yk,∆k + Yk0 ) is plt. Thus the pair (X
s,∆s +X s0)
is also plt. 
The following is a direct consequence of Theorems 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9.
See also [LX14, Theorem 7], [BBJ15, Theorem 2.1] and [BHJ15, The-
orem 8.6].
Corollary 6.11 (see Corollary 3.4). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair.
(1) For any δ ∈ [0, 1), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) DF∆(X ,L) ≥ δ · J
NA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample
test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−(KX +∆)).
(ii) Ding∆(X ,L) ≥ δ · J
NA(X ,L) holds for any normal, ample
test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for (X,−(KX +∆)).
(iii) DF∆(X ,−(KX/A1 + ∆X )) ≥ δ · J
NA(X ,−(KX/A1 + ∆X ))
holds for any special test configuration (X ,−(KX/A1 +
∆X ))/A
1 for ((X,∆),−(KX +∆)).
(2) (X,∆) is K-stable (resp. K-polystable) if and only if (X,∆) is
Ding stable (resp. Ding polystable).
The following theorem is a logarithmic version of Theorem 4.1. See
also [LL16, Propositions 4.3 and 4.5].
Theorem 6.12 (see Theorem 4.1). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair. As-
sume that there exists δ ∈ [0, 1) such that Ding∆(X ,L) ≥ δ ·J
NA(X ,L)
holds for any normal, semiample test configuration (X ,L)/A1 for
(X,−(KX + ∆)). Then β(X,∆)(F ) ≥ δ · j(X,∆)(F ) holds for any prime
divisor F over X.
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Proposition 4.1. 
The following theorem is a logarithmic version of Theorem 5.1. See
also [LX16, Lemma 4.8].
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Theorem 6.13 (see Theorem 5.1). Let (X,∆) be a log Fano pair and
let (X ,−(KX/A1 + ∆X ))/A
1 be a normal, ample test configuration for
(X,−(KX + ∆)) with X0 irreducible and reduced. Then the divisorial
valuation vX0 on X defined in Proposition 2.10 is dreamy over (X,∆)
and we have the equalities
DF∆(X ,−(KX/A1 +∆X )) =
β(X,∆)(vX0)
volX(−(KX +∆))
and
JNA(X ,−(KX/A1 +∆X )) =
j(X,∆)(vX0)
volX(−(KX +∆))
.
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Proposition 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary
6.11, Theorems 6.12 and 6.13. 
Finally, we interpret Corollary 6.11 in the non-Archimedean language
introduced in [BHJ15]. From now on, let us fix a log Fano pair (X,∆)
of dimension n.
Definition 6.14 ([BHJ15, Definitions 6.1 and 6.2]). (1) Two test
configurations (X 1,L1)/A1 and (X 2,L2)/A1 for (X,−(KX+∆))
are said to be equivalent if there is (X 3,L3)/A1 that is a pull-
back of (X 1,L1)/A1 and (X 2,L2)/A1.
(2) A non-Archimedean metric on −(KX + ∆) is an equivalence
class of a test configurations for (X,−(KX +∆)). The equiva-
lence class of (X ×A1, p∗1(−(KX +∆)))/A
1 is denoted by φtriv.
(3) A non-Archimedean metric φ on −(KX +∆) is said to be pos-
itive if some (X ,L)/A1 which gives φ is a semiample test con-
figuration. The set of non-Archimedean positive metrics on
−(KX +∆) is denoted by H
NA(−(KX +∆)).
Definition 6.15 (see [BHJ15, §6.7]). Let Xdiv be the set of divisorial
valuations on X . For any φ ∈ HNA(−(KX + ∆)), we obtain a finite
atomic measure MANA(φ), named a Monge-Ampe`re measure, on Xdiv
as follows. Take any representation (X ,L)/A1 of φ with X normal,
and set
MANA(φ) :=
1
((−(KX +∆))·n)
∑
E⊂X0
irreducible component
mE (L|
·n
E ) δvE ,
where mE := ordE(X0) and vE ∈ X
div be as in §2.2.
Consider the non-Archimedean positive metric φ ∈ HNA(−(KX +
∆)) associated to a special test configuration for ((X,∆),−(KX +
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∆)). Then there exists a dreamy prime divisor F over (X,∆) such
that MANA(φ) is a multiple of δordF . The invariant β(X,∆)(F ) (resp.
j(X,∆)(F )) is equal to ((−(KX + ∆))
·n) times the non-Archimedean
Ding functional (resp. J-functional) evaluated at φ (see [BHJ15, §7]).
Therefore we get the following:
Corollary 6.16. It suffies to consider non-Archimedean metrics whose
Monge-Ampe`re measure is a Dirac mass at the divisorial valuation as-
sociated to dreamy prime divisors over (X,∆) in order to test uniform
K-stability (resp. K-semistability) of (X,∆).
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